
Impro Path
Training course on applied improvisation
Belgrade, Serbia

24. 09. - 02. 10. 2022

 



Context

We live in a world that is changing 
more quickly than ever before. 

It is dynamic, complex, uncertain and ambiguous but
at the same time full of opportunities...

The pandemic brought us new challenges, we've been
thrown to the virtual platforms and certain skills have
become essential - social skills, risk taking while dealing
with uncertainty, the ability to adapt quickly, find
alternative ways and new solutions.



We will explore attitudes of entrepreneurship, such as
adaptability, taking risks, creativity, problem-solving, sense
of initiative, working with mistakes and other essential skills
for young people. 

The project will be practical, active and experiential as well
as theoretical.

Programme



to empower youth workers to applyimprovisation as an innovative method 
to increase the sense of youthentrepreneurship 

to introduce a new mindset that helps toovercome barriers in the unstable world The participants will learn from each other'sexperience and take these into their localcommunities.
 

  
The aim of theproject is...



Youth workers, youth leaders, trainers, mentors, members and
volunteers of youth organisations.

People who work with youngsters on local, national or/and
international level and are eager to learn something new,

contribute their experience and knowledge and are playful, active
and simply believe in the power of non-formal education. 

People who are 18+ years old and are residents of Serbia, Italy,
Spain, Czech Republic, Portugal, Greece, Hungary.

 

 

 

 
All the participants are expected to stay and actively participate during

the whole time of the training course!
 
 

Who are we looking for?



The trainers
Gergely Kiss has been a Trainer and Coach in both profit and non-profit
sectors since 2009. 
His main working methods are applied improvisation and
improvisational theatre for improving a communication skills, senses of
initiative and entrepreneurship and unlocking creativity of youth.

Arany Brigitta has been learning the technique of improvisation since
2011.
She is a member of Grund Theatre as an improviser actress and trainer.
She is also member and founder of Jel Foundation that is working with
deaf people and doing non-formal education with improvisation
technique.

 



Vega team
Vega team is a group of young active volunteers that are
passionate about Erasmus+ programme. They will be in
charge of logistics and practical aspects of the training. 
So far they have been active in the field of youth sector of
Erasmus+ projects and they have been working with
young people and sending them on more than 20
Erasmus+ projects. Their experience in Erasmus+ is based
on the methodology: learning by doing .

Sanja Kamberovic is active in the field of youth since 2013. 
 Her role is to support and mentor the volunteers and she is
the project manager. 



Accommodation will be in "Čarapićev
Brest", a mountain lodge in Avala
(Belgrade), the northernmost of
Šumadija mountains.

Participants will be accommodated in 3,
4 or 5 bedded rooms which all have their
own showers and toilets.

More detailed information on how to
reach the place will be included in the
infopack that will be sent to participants
after their selection.

Arrival day: 
September 24, 2022

Departure day: 
October 2, 2022

Accommodation



 
 

Accommodation, food, program and materials

Travelling costs - up to the maximum

expenses (see the next page)

 

What do you cover?

 

Travel / Extra health insurance

 

! We ask you to NOT book the tickets until

you get confirmation about your selection!

 

What is cover
ed?



Country Serbia Italy Spain Czech
Republic Portugal Greece Hungary

Number of
participants

4 3 3 4 3 3 4

Budget per
participant

0€ 275€ 360€ 275€ 360€ 275€ 180€

Travel and

finances
The travel reimbursement is possible up to the
following limits: 



Apply here!

Deadline:  August 26, 2022

https://forms.gle/igAomDdp3dQ3ESgKA


Czech Republic- Vice Versa CZ: viceversacz@gmail.com
Greece- Roes Cooperativa: andreas.z@roes.coop
Hungary- Egyesek: kissgergo@egyesek.hu
Italy- Oriel: orielassociationprojects2019@gmail.com
Portugal- Agoraveiro: agora.aveiro@gmail.com
Spain- AJ Intercambia: info@intercambia.org
Serbia- Vega Youth Centre: impro.path@gmail.com

Contacts to partner

organisations:

mailto:andreas.z@roes.coop
mailto:orielassociationprojects2019@gmail.com
mailto:info@intercambia.org

